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Locate the trick to boost the lifestyle by reading this Ragged Edge By Sara Brookes This is a type of book
that you require currently. Besides, it can be your preferred book to check out after having this book Ragged
Edge By Sara Brookes Do you ask why? Well, Ragged Edge By Sara Brookes is a publication that has
different particular with others. You may not have to know who the writer is, exactly how prominent the
work is. As wise word, never ever evaluate the words from who speaks, yet make the words as your
inexpensive to your life.

Review
5 Stars: "My, oh my, this book is smokin'. Two men, one woman and an intense passion between all three
makes for some hot reading. RAGGED EDGE takes readers into the world of BDSM with Dalton, Cade and
Erin. The dynamic of this threesome is spot on, the sex steamy and the characters endearing...RAGGED
EDGE is more than just a simple BDSM story with its focus of self-discovery and learning to trust enough to
love. It is a beautiful love story." ~ The Romance Review
4 Paddles: "What I loved most about this story is the way the three interacted and slowly turned their
friendship into love. Their D/s scenes weren't every day, but there was no mistake in Dalton's
domination...Ms. Brookes writes some flaming hot erotic scenes." ~ BDSM Book Reviews
5 Ravens & a Recommended Read: "Ragged Edge by Sara Brookes is a tantalizing BDSM that had just as
much heart moments as it did wickedly hot ones. I am all but a flutter." ~ Blackraven Reviews 
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Ragged Edge By Sara Brookes. Eventually, you will uncover a new journey as well as knowledge by
investing more money. However when? Do you believe that you have to get those all needs when having
significantly money? Why do not you try to obtain something easy initially? That's something that will lead
you to know even more regarding the globe, experience, some locations, past history, home entertainment, as
well as a lot more? It is your own time to proceed reading routine. Among guides you can delight in now is
Ragged Edge By Sara Brookes here.

This book Ragged Edge By Sara Brookes deals you much better of life that could develop the quality of the
life better. This Ragged Edge By Sara Brookes is what individuals now need. You are right here and you
may be exact and certain to get this publication Ragged Edge By Sara Brookes Never question to get it even
this is merely a book. You can get this book Ragged Edge By Sara Brookes as one of your collections. But,
not the collection to present in your shelfs. This is a precious book to be checking out compilation.

Exactly how is to make sure that this Ragged Edge By Sara Brookes will not displayed in your shelfs? This
is a soft data publication Ragged Edge By Sara Brookes, so you could download Ragged Edge By Sara
Brookes by acquiring to get the soft file. It will certainly reduce you to read it every single time you need.
When you feel careless to move the published publication from the home of office to some area, this soft
data will certainly alleviate you not to do that. Because you can only conserve the information in your
computer unit as well as device. So, it enables you read it everywhere you have determination to review
Ragged Edge By Sara Brookes
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2013 EPIC Award Finalist in Erotica
Dalton is no stranger to hitting rock bottom. He's worked hard to turn his life around. Now he has a quiet life,
a successful business and a no-strings-attached arrangement for sex with Kincade. Everything is just as it
should be. Then a late-night rendezvous is interrupted by a sexy newcomer, and Dalton realizes something is
missing. 

Caught up in the intense passion the men share, Erin doesn't know whether to run or get between their hard
bodies. She's convinced her attraction is wrong. However, a little persuasion from both Dalton and Cade
convinces her she belongs with and between them. Erin's surrender becomes Dalton's reawakening. 
A BDSM master, Dalton is in his element commanding his lovers, and soon the threesome fills their nights
with mind-blowing pleasure. But when a piece of Dalton's past resurfaces, it threatens the very foundation
he's built...and could put him back at the bottom.
Warning: Contains gay sex on the seat of a motorcycle with the town sheriff, a mind-bending trip into
subspace, voyeuristic blow jobs, two subs who willingly kneel before their master and lots and lots of
ménage sex in a secret room tucked away behind a motorcycle shop. Vroom, vroom.

Sales Rank: #153121 in eBooks●

Published on: 2011-07-13●

Released on: 2011-07-13●

Format: Kindle eBook●
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5 Stars: "My, oh my, this book is smokin'. Two men, one woman and an intense passion between all three
makes for some hot reading. RAGGED EDGE takes readers into the world of BDSM with Dalton, Cade and
Erin. The dynamic of this threesome is spot on, the sex steamy and the characters endearing...RAGGED
EDGE is more than just a simple BDSM story with its focus of self-discovery and learning to trust enough to
love. It is a beautiful love story." ~ The Romance Review
4 Paddles: "What I loved most about this story is the way the three interacted and slowly turned their
friendship into love. Their D/s scenes weren't every day, but there was no mistake in Dalton's
domination...Ms. Brookes writes some flaming hot erotic scenes." ~ BDSM Book Reviews
5 Ravens & a Recommended Read: "Ragged Edge by Sara Brookes is a tantalizing BDSM that had just as
much heart moments as it did wickedly hot ones. I am all but a flutter." ~ Blackraven Reviews 

Most helpful customer reviews

14 of 16 people found the following review helpful.
Beautifully written!
By Smitten with Reading
My Review:
This book was so good. I picked it up on a complete whim this week when I read the first chapter that the
author had posted on a blog. I was intrigued, bought the book, and read it that day. It was definitely worth
my impulse buy and the fact that this book bypassed the other 300+ books that are currently residing in my



TBR pile. This is most definitely an erotic read (BDSM, M/M, anal, menage) but it is so much more. This is
really an emotional book too as you watch these three people fall in love and accept that love despite the
hurts that they have experienced in the past.

The book is about Dalton and Cade who are already in a relationship. They have been friends for a long time
and about two years ago, that friendship moved into a sexual relationship. Erin has business to do with
Dalton and she accidentally walks in on the two of them when she is late to her meeting. She is immediately
intrigued and turned on. The guys immediately realize that they want her to join in, but Erin has some hang-
ups...emotionally and sexually that she has to work through.

I cannot emphasize enough how well-written this book is. It is a full-length book and the depth of emotion
throughout the book reflects that. Dalton has a history that has left him horribly emotionally scarred too. As
the Dom in the relationship, he feels extra pressure to make sure that everyone is taken care of before his
needs are. As a result, with some emotional upheaval in the mix when his past comes forward, things get
very dicey for him.

I loved the depth of Dalton's character. He's a strong character. He's the Dom which means that he is always
in charge, but he has a vulnerability that is so gorgeous. After the climatic incident in the book, it is
wonderful to see Cade and Erin turn around and take care of him. The love is so evident between these three
even when they are not aware of it. It's so beautifully written. The first line in the novel is about Dalton. The
last line in the novel is about him and how he has come full-circle. As these three work through their issues,
you see them grow and develop in their relationship.

It's no secret that I love menage books. Medium to hard core BDSM, on the other hand, I sometimes have
issues with. I had NO issues with this book. All the scenes are beautiful and erotic and so incredibly sexy. I
have said it before, but it needs to be said again...this is just really beautiful writing. Sara handles the
emotions, doubts, and sexuality so perfectly for all three of these characters.

I definitely HIGHLY recommend this novel. I truly loved it!

6 of 7 people found the following review helpful.
An OK menage, girl a little annoying
By allyson hahn
So I really never write a review, but I feel compelled to write one for this book because I had so many mixed
feelings while reading it. The book starts off with Erin accidently coming upon Dalton and Cade encaging in
some very steamy interaction. She is confused because she cant look away and then Dalton turns and makes
it known that they both know she is watching. Feeling embaressed she runs so fast out of the motorcycle
garage (Dalton's work/home) and drops the drawings for his shop (the original reason she was there for). So I
get she was embaressed, but then we go into pages and pages of her debating what to do. The men were
nothing but patient with her, to the point where you just wanted to shake her and say "get a grip!!", you have
2 hot men who want to add you to their already steamy sex life, which includes BDSM, something she is not
familar with at all. It just seemed she was being babied by them, and it got extremly frustrating.
Cade and Dalton were amazing I loved them, I almost would have just like it better if it was just about them
and left her out of it completly. Which says a lot right there.
Bottom line, it was just ok. Would I recommend it as a good M/M/F book? No. Only because of my feelings
for Erin, and how they were so back and forth, it made for not a very enjoyable read.

5 of 6 people found the following review helpful.
Holy Hotness!
By WordsMatter



There's a trend recently towards BDSM and menage books. The problem is, many times they're written
poorly by people who have no knowledge of either lifestyle and tried to bluff their way through the story.
While that can be hot and steamy, it's much more intriguing to read a book that feels genuine. Dalton and
Cade are an amazing couple, even if they don't realize that's what they are. There are complexities in their
small town that seem to make it harder for them to face their real feelings. Add to that Dalton's issues from
the past and it's no wonder things are no-strings for so long.

I look forward to reading more by Ms. Brookes!

See all 21 customer reviews...
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Well, when else will certainly you find this prospect to obtain this book Ragged Edge By Sara Brookes soft
data? This is your excellent opportunity to be here and get this fantastic book Ragged Edge By Sara Brookes
Never leave this book prior to downloading this soft documents of Ragged Edge By Sara Brookes in web
link that we give. Ragged Edge By Sara Brookes will truly make a lot to be your buddy in your lonesome. It
will certainly be the most effective companion to boost your business as well as hobby.
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love. It is a beautiful love story." ~ The Romance Review
4 Paddles: "What I loved most about this story is the way the three interacted and slowly turned their
friendship into love. Their D/s scenes weren't every day, but there was no mistake in Dalton's
domination...Ms. Brookes writes some flaming hot erotic scenes." ~ BDSM Book Reviews
5 Ravens & a Recommended Read: "Ragged Edge by Sara Brookes is a tantalizing BDSM that had just as
much heart moments as it did wickedly hot ones. I am all but a flutter." ~ Blackraven Reviews 
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